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Most organisms on earth are subject to a daily exposure of sunlight due to rotation of 

the earth. In order to anticipate the upcoming day – or night, most organisms have evolved 

to acquire an internal clock. In mammals, this internal clockwork is the suprachiasmatic 

nucleus (SCN), located within the anterior hypothalamus (Aschoff, 1984; Hastings et al., 

2003), although all cells have their own endogenous molecular clock. The daily variation 

in light and dark coincides with the presence of predators and the availability of food. 

From an evolutionary point of view, it is advantageous to adapt the clock to nutrient 

status, so that activity is synchronized to periods in which food is available and hazards 

are the least. Therefore, nutrient intake – or energy status, should be closely linked to 

the internal clockwork. Indeed, whereas the central clock is entrained to light, in mammals 

peripheral clocks which have no access to light, are entrained mainly by the feeding-

fasting cycle (Damiola, 2000; Hirota & Fukada, 2004). Next to this exogenous entrainment, 

peripheral clocks are entrained by signals from the SCN (Buijs & Kalsbeek, 2001; Buijs et 

al., 2003). In an optimal situation, SCN- and metabolic signals reaching the peripheral 

clocks are in synchrony. However, in the contemporary 24/7 society, feeding moments are 

distributed over a great part of the day, not always respecting the exogenous light-dark 

cycle, which may contribute to currently pandemic diseases such as obesity and type 2 

diabetes. An important hypothesis, taking into account these chronobiological principles, 

is that aberrantly timed feeding, out of sync with the endogenous biological clock, 

contributes to this pandemic (Zarrinpar et al., 2016). Yet, the exact mechanisms of how this 

desynchrony impairs the metabolic profile is unknown. From a physiological perspective, 

setting the phase of peripheral clocks by food allows metabolic organs to prepare for 

food metabolism at the correct time. However, the entraining signal from the SCN cannot 

be entirely overruled by feeding signals, as approximately 14% of cycling transcripts in 

the liver are under central circadian control (Kornmann et al., 2007; Vollmers et al., 2009), 

eventually leading to conflicting signals reaching the peripheral liver clock. 

Many studies focus on the effect of high-energetic diets on metabolism and 

the molecular clock. Even more studies have been published on the effects of timing of 

food intake on the molecular clock mechanism [reviewed in (Oosterman et al., 2015)]. 

However, there are still gaps in our understanding on how nutrients can affect the clock.

The first outstanding question is whether food-entrained signals from ingested nutrients 

arise from the amount of circulating nutrients, i.e. energy content, or from the composition 

of the circulating nutrients, i.e. diet composition. No comparative studies have been 

published to date. 

The next outstanding question, with regard to studies on diet timing [e.g. a high-fat 

diet during the inactive period leads to increased body weight compared to high-fat diet 

in the active period in mice (Arble et al., 2009)], is whether macronutrient composition 

per se or macronutrient timing is most important for the observed changes in energy 

homeostasis. Although it has been proposed that the combined effect of eating palatable 

food at an ‘‘inappropriate’’ time of day could be more detrimental to a healthy energy 
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balance than the sum of each single factor (Arble & Sandoval, 2013), this had not been 

studied before. 

Therefore, we assessed the effects of sugar and fatty acids (macronutrients abundantly 

available in the human diet), on the daily rhythmicity of hepatic clock genes and whole-

body metabolism in vivo in male Wistar rats, and on circadian rhythmicity of clock genes 

in vitro in immortalized hypothalamic cells. 

Thus, the aim of this thesis was twofold: 

1. To assess the (differential) effects of energy content and nutrient content on 

the molecular clock mechanism.

2. To assess the combined effects of consuming palatable food on an inappropriate time 

of day, on whole-body metabolism and molecular clock rhythms. 

We hypothesized that:

1. Both fat and sugar affect the clock in a direct manner, independent of caloric content. 

2. There is a complementary effect of diet timing and composition on whole-body 

metabolism and peripheral clock gene expression. 

First, in chapter 2 we conducted a study in which we assessed a time-dependent effect 

of diet composition on energy homeostasis. Animals were randomized to either a chow 

ad libitum diet, or a high-fat high-sugar diet (HFHS). The HFHS diet was provided either 

with all components ad libitum (AL), with ad libitum access to chow, tap water and a 30% 

sugar solution, but with access to saturated fat only during the light period (LF), or with 

ad libitum access to chow, tap water and saturated fat, but access to a 30% sugar solution 

only during the light period (LS). 

The most important finding from this study was that LS animals gained significantly more 

body weight and showed a higher food efficiency and altered substrate oxidation pattern 

compared to LF animals, despite similar caloric intake, heat production and locomotor 

activity. The daily pattern of food intake was similar between those groups, suggesting 

that the increased body weight gain was not due to a disturbed feeding pattern alone, 

but also depended on the timing of ingestion of the different nutrients. In other words, 

macronutrient composition is important for energy homeostasis, independent of caloric 

content. Although the results have to be interpreted with caution due to the complex 

study design, we proved for the first time that timing of diet composition can differentially 

affect body weight, and we show that this is most likely due to a shifted oxidation pattern, 

which can predispose for obesity. The notion of decreased energy expenditure in light-fed 

animals is not novel (Reznick et al., 2013), but the differential effects of diet composition 

on energy expenditure were not described before. Indeed, we suggest that drinking sugar 

during the light period is more disruptive for normal daily rhythms in substrate oxidation 

than eating fat intake during the light period, at least in Wistar rats. However, the nocturnal 
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food composition was also different between the LF and LS group. Therefore, we cannot 

exclude that these nocturnal differences may have contributed to our findings. Indeed, 

it was shown in mice that a high-fat diet resulted in alterations in the behavioral and 

metabolic circadian rhythms (Kohsaka et al., 2007).

In order to assess the exact contribution of daily timing of fat and sugar consumption 

on energy balance and to assess the mechanism by which this occurs, we conducted 

a more elaborate study, which is presented in chapter 3. Animals were fed a chow or 

HFHS diet, either with ad libitum access to food, or with restricted access only during 

the light or dark period. The most important finding in this study was the interaction effect 

of diet timing and diet composition on hepatic fat accumulation, which was not observed 

for body weight or adiposity within the two diet groups. Triglyceride accumulation in 

the liver has clearly been linked to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), liver cirrhosis, 

and hepatocellular carcinoma (Caldwell & Crespo, 2004; Poonawala et al., 2000; Wong et 

al., 2014), and is associated with insulin resistance and the metabolic syndrome in humans 

(Clark et al., 2002).  

Whereas light-phase chow feeding resulted in significantly less liver fat compared to 

chow ad lib fed animals, HFHS light-fed animals showed the opposite, indicating that not 

timing per se, but the combination of timing and diet is important for the observed effect 

on hepatic fat accumulation. Possible cause for this is that the HFHS light-fed animals, 

as compared to chow light-fed animals, were unable to reverse their energy expenditure 

pattern, leading to a discrepancy in timing of energy intake and expenditure. A similar 

phenomenon was observed in high-fat high-sucrose diet-fed mice (Yasumoto et al., 2016). 

Yet, the controversy between liver fat and whole-body fat remains difficult to explain, 

and the clinical relevance of increased hepatic steatosis, without a significant increase in 

general adiposity needs to be studied further. A possible explanation is that increased liver 

fat is associated with an increased rate of adipocyte lipolysis, independent of insulin action 

(Vatner et al., 2015). The absence of increased hepatic fat accumulation in light-phase 

chow fed animals is in contrast to the work of Salgado-Delgado and colleagues, in which 

livers of light-phase chow-fed animals showed a significantly larger area of microvesicular 

fat deposits compared to ad lib- and dark-fed chow animals (Salgado-Delgado et al., 

2013). This discrepancy may be due to the length of the fasting period, which was 12 h in 

the Salgado-Delgado study versus 14 h in our study. Although this difference seems small, 

a correlation between the length of the fasting period and metabolic outcome parameters 

was described in mice (Chaix et al., 2014). 

A second important finding from this study was the observed shift in circadian 

expression profiles of hepatic clock genes between HFHS and chow-fed animals. A 3 h 

advance was found for the HFHS-light fed animals compared to chow light-fed animals, 

a difference not observed between HFHS dark- and chow dark-fed animals. This again 

suggests a complementary effect of diet timing and diet composition. It also suggests that 

the liver clock is more prone to (diet-induced) alterations when the regular feeding pattern 

is already out of phase with the exogenous light-dark cycle. 
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The amplitude of the expression profiles of Glucokinase, Acc1 and Fas, involved in 

the lipogenesis pathway, was consistently more pronounced in the HFHS-fed compared to 

the chow groups, yet not different between light- and dark-fed animals. Hence, this does 

not explain the increased fat deposition in the liver in the HFHS light-fed group. In mice, 

it was found that most hepatic triglycerides of high-fat-fed mice were formed from the re-

esterification of existing or ingested lipids, and did not arise from de novo lipogenesis 

(Duarte et al., 2014), which may explain the apparent discrepancy between increased 

liver fat and absence of upregulation of genes involved in lipogenesis. A combined diet 

and timing-dependent effect was observed in Ppar-γ expression: HFHS-light fed animals 

expressed high levels of Ppar-γ during the light period. Upregulation of Ppar-γ upon 

a HFHS diet is in accordance to the literature (Inoue et al., 2005), yet the timing-dependent 

effect is new. Perhaps the relative desynchronization between clock gene expression and 

metabolic gene expression in the HFHS-light fed group accounts for the increased hepatic 

fat accumulation, although the underlying mechanism remains unclear. 

Summarizing the two in vivo studies, we learn that the combination of diet timing and 

composition is indeed important for body weight (chapter 2), hepatic fat accumulation 

(chapter 3), feeding efficiency (chapter 2), and substrate oxidation patterns (chapter 2 

and 3). 

Still, important questions remain:

1. What is the molecular mechanism behind the differential effects of light- and dark-

phase HFHS feeding? 

2. Do fat and sugar affect the clock in different ways, independent of energy content? 

3. Does desynchrony between the central clock and the liver clock play a role in 

the observed alterations in metabolism? 

Regarding the second point, it is noteworthy that we also included high-fat (HF) light- 

and HF dark-fed animals in the study (data not shown). No difference between HFHS-fed 

and HF-fed animals was observed with respect to caloric intake, locomotor activity and 

heat production (when comparing HFHS-L with HF-L and HFHS-D with HF-D). A major 

difference between HFHS and HF-fed animals was the RER, which was much lower in 

HF-fed animals compared to HFHS-fed animals, which can be explained by the fact that 

HF-fed animals consume, and hence, oxidize a greater amount of fatty acids. Furthermore, 

a diet composed of high-fat and high-sucrose was shown to induce more lipogenesis 

compared to a high-fat diet (Duarte et al., 2014). Interestingly, we did not find a difference 

in hepatic fat accumulation between HFHS and HF light-fed animals. Noteworthy however, 

was the observation that there was no significant timing effect on hepatic fat accumulation 

in the HF-fed group (i.e. HF light-fed animals did not show significantly more liver fat than 

the HF dark-fed animals, as was observed in the HFHS-fed animals). This implicates that 

the timing-effect of a HFHS diet on hepatic steatosis is more pronounced than of a HF 

diet. However, a proper control group with sugar-fed animals is lacking thus preventing 
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a definite conclusion. Another remarkable finding was found with regard to clock gene 

expression, as there was a clear 6 h advance in clock gene expression in the HF light-fed 

group, compared to the chow light-fed group, a shift even more pronounced than observed 

in the HFHS light-fed group. The clinical relevance of this larger advance in clock gene 

expression needs to be studied further, as it did not lead, in this study, to an increase in 

hepatic fat accumulation or adiposity (data not shown). 

To further determine the role of fatty acids and glucose on the molecular clock 

mechanism, and in particular in hypothalamic cells, we next performed in vitro experiments 

to assess the direct effects of these nutrients on the clock. First, we determined the effect 

on hypothalamic clock gene expression by palmitate, a saturated fatty acid abundantly 

available in human diet- and accounting for 25% of the total fatty acid content in 

the lard given to our rats. In chapter 4 we describe the effects of palmitate on clock gene 

expression in the isolated hypothalamic murine cell line mHypoE-37, which endogenously 

expresses the core clock genes and has been well-characterized previously (Belsham et al., 

2004). The most important finding was the increased expression of Bmal1. The low-grade 

inflammatory response followed by high amounts of free fatty acids, is generally accepted 

as a resetting factor for the molecular clock (Pivovarova et al., 2015), and could be causal 

for the observed effects on Bmal1 expression. Therefore, we assessed the expression 

profiles of the inflammatory markers IκBα and IL-6, and of TLR4, because binding of free 

fatty acids to TLR4 leads to induction of pro-inflammatory pathways. The concentration of 

palmitate did not have significant effects on these pro-inflammatory markers, suggesting 

that another mechanism is responsible for the observed effects on the clock. This may also 

be a cell-type specific effect, as an inflammatory response was found in fibroblasts upon 

palmitate treatment (Kim et al., 2016). In order to differentiate between a direct effect 

of palmitate and the energetic content of palmitate, we assessed the effect of palmitate 

on AMP-activated protein kinase (AMKP), an important nutrient sensor. Palmitate did not 

alter the phosphorylation of AMKP over the experimental time course, suggesting that 

the effects of palmitate on Bmal1 are independent of AMPK. Next, cells were incubated 

with docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), a polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA). PUFAs have been 

described to be able to ameliorate the lipotoxic effects of saturated fatty acids via AMPK 

(Sakamoto et al., 2017). We observed that DHA altered Bmal1 expression, but in a different 

manner than that of palmitate, and independent of AMPK activity. Although AMPK is only 

one of the many nutrient sensors that may be involved in fatty-acid dependent effects on 

the clock, this observation does suggest that the observed effects are independent of 

nutrient status. Furthermore, the fact that a similar amount of DHA, which is also a fatty 

acid, affects Bmal1 differentially from palmitate adds to the idea that not the upregulation 

of energy, but the composition of the fatty acid is important for the effects on  

the clock genes. 

In chapter 5, we describe that glucose dose-dependently altered the expression profile 

of Per2 in mHypoE-37 neuronal cells, whereas the expression profile of Bmal1 was not 

affected. The nutrient sensors AMPK and GSK3β were assessed for their possible role in 
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this effect. GSK3β activity was not affected by different concentrations of glucose, whereas 

phosphorylation (i.e. activation) of AMPK was (non-significantly) repressed by a high dose 

of glucose. Chemically repressing AMPK resulted in both decreased phosphorylation of 

AMPK, as well as repression of Per2 mRNA expression. This suggests an effect of glucose 

on the clock through energy sensing by AMPK, although as for now this is only correlational, 

and not causal, evidence. 

Taken together, from the described in vitro studies, we learn that both palmitate and 

glucose can dose-dependently affect the rhythmic expression profile of core clock genes 

in murine, hypothalamic (non-SCN) cells. The use of this isolated hypothalamic cell line 

allowed for a thorough examination of the direct effects of nutrients on the molecular 

clock mechanism within this specific hypothalamic neuronal population. Although previous 

studies showed direct effects of glucose on the expression profile of clock genes [e.g. 

(Balsalobre et al., 2000)], to our knowledge we were the first to show these rhythms in 

hypothalamic neurons. Firstly, this is important, as the hypothalamus is necessary for control 

of food intake and glucose homeostasis. Secondly, not all cell types respond similarly to 

nutrient stimuli. Taib et al. showed that glucose inhibits palmitate oxidation via AMPK in 

hypothalamic neuronal cell lines, primary hypothalamic astrocyte cultures, and MBH slices 

ex vivo, but not in cortical astrocytes and slice preparations, indicating differential effects 

amongst different cell types (Taib et al., 2013). 

The advantage of combining in vivo and in vitro models 
Both in vivo and in vitro models have advantages and disadvantages. In terms of 

translatability, an in vivo model is of more clinical importance than an in vitro model. As 

adaptation to different food stimuli is a physiological response, it is important to look 

at the organism as a whole. However, to study the direct effects of specific nutrients on 

the molecular clock mechanism, using an in vivo model is almost impossible. For instance, 

the effects of sugar on the expression of circadian clock genes in vivo cannot be separated 

completely for other humoral factors, as increased glucose levels will be accompanied 

by alterations in hormones, including insulin, which itself may affect the clock (Chaves 

et al., 2014). Another complicating factor is that, due to the blood-brain barrier, it is 

still unknown what percentage, or which individual elements, of dietary components 

eventually reach the brain. It was found that extracellular glucose concentrations in the rat 

brain are approximately 20% of serum glucose levels and range from ~0.2 mM during 

systemic hypoglycemia to ~4.5 mM during systemic hyperglycemia (Silver & Erecinska, 

1994), but how this translates to humans is still unknown. Therefore, it can be debated 

whether the glucose concentrations used in chapter 5 are representative of what the brain 

normally senses. Other remarks concerning the cell studies and animal studies, are that 

in the in vitro studies, we used murine cells, whereas we used rats in the in vivo studies. 

Furthermore, using the in vitro model, we studied circadian patterns, whereas we studied 

daily patterns in the in vivo model. Also, it is unknown how the findings in the embryonic 

cell line can be translated to adult cells. 
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Clinical relevance
The studies presented in this thesis are part of a larger project with the ultimate goal to 

give recommendations, or design diet paradigms to strengthen the internal clock and 

improve metabolic health or, at the other end of the spectrum, prevent or reduce metabolic 

problems caused by chronodisruptive behaviors such as shift work. We did find that 

the timing and composition of the diet affects food efficiency and the amount of hepatic 

steatosis, presumably due to an imbalance between energy intake and expenditure. This 

was not just timing-dependent, but also composition-dependent. It is therefore tempting 

to speculate about the clinical relevance for, for example, shift workers. Extrapolating our 

in vivo findings to humans, we would suggest that, when someone is forced to eat during 

the normally inactive period because of shift work, it would be healthier to eat a diet rich in 

carbohydrates and protein (mimicking chow) instead of a high-fat, high-glucose diet. Yet, 

more research needs to be done, both in animal models and in human studies, to exactly 

delineate which factors are contributing most to the unhealthy metabolic effects of shifting 

the timing of food intake. 

With regard to the translational aspect of our studies, an important question of course 

is whether evidence from animal studies can be translated to the human situation. For 

example, Rothshild et al. reviewed animal and human studies for the effects of time-

restricted feeding (TRF) on body weight and markers of metabolic disease. Beneficial 

effects on plasma lipids and insulin sensitivity were found for both animals and humans, 

but a differential effect of TRF on body weight between animals and humans was found, 

i.e. TRF was associated with weight loss in animals, but this effect was not consistently 

found in humans, for unknown reasons (Rothschild et al., 2014). Moreover, it should 

be taken into account that even within animal studies, species differences are found. 

Mice and rats are generally used as a model for the human situation, but within these 

species body weight, adiposity, and locomotor activity often are affected differentially 

(Opperhuizen et al., 2015). Another complicating factor in the translation of animal studies 

to the human situation, is the difference in used diets. Even within animal studies, a broad 

variety in diets is used to mimic a human obesogenic, or palatable diet. Most studies use 

commercial pellet diets, with all different components in one pellet. This prevents choice 

of the different nutrients throughout the day and may lead to overconsumption of certain 

nutrients at times that the animal would normally not consume that specific component. 

Noteworthy, in diets used as control diets for a high-fat diet, the fat component is usually 

replaced by carbohydrates, which often also consist of sucrose. Therefore, these so-called 

control diets indeed contain less fat, but the sucrose content is higher, complicating 

the comparison [reviewed in (van den Heuvel et al., 2011)]. Therefore, we believe that 

the used choice diets, as described in this thesis, are more representative of human 

situation than commercially available pellets. Furthermore, we believe that offering sugar 

as a liquid component, is highly representative for the human situation, as soft-drink intake 

is a great contributor to obesity (Malik et al., 2006). 
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Irregular meal patterns due to shift work have been associated with the development 

of obesity and type 2 diabetes. However, not only extreme shifts in meal timing, but also 

the distribution of meal timing throughout the day is associated with more or less beneficial 

health outcomes. For example, a high-energy breakfast and low-energy dinner, vs. low-

energy breakfast and high-energy dinner improved postprandial hyperglycemia throughout 

the entire day, as proved by a better glucose response to an identical meal  (Jakubowicz 

et al., 2015). Furthermore, the success of weight loss was associated with timing of food 

intake throughout the day (Garaulet et al., 2013), indicating that also in humans timing of 

food intake may be an important contributor to metabolic health. Interestingly, ancient 

wisdom has already been suggesting this for decades: ‘Breakfast like a king, lunch like 

a prince, dine like a pauper’ (Adelle Davis [1904 – 1974]). In line with this, an association 

was found between individual chronotype and timing of energy and macronutrient intake. 

It was found that evening types had a postponed energy and macronutrient intake timing, 

with generally higher energy intake in the evening than in the morning, which may put 

them at higher risk for obesity, although this was not investigated (Maukonen et al., 2017).

Not only the caloric timing, but also the distribution in time of different macronutrients 

is important. For instance, carbohydrates can be better metabolized during breakfast 

then during (late) dinner, as the body responds better to a glucose stimulus in the early 

morning, an effect even more pronounced in people with impaired glucose tolerance 

(Dos Santos et al., 2006). This may be explained by the fact that the response to a meal 

of many metabolically relevant hormones, including insulin, cycle with a daily pattern (Van 

Cauter et al., 1992). Furthermore, circadian misalignment in humans disturbs glucose 

metabolism and substrate oxidation. It has been shown that glucose tolerance is much 

lower in the biological evening versus the morning (Morris et al., 2015). Thus, the circadian 

system affects glucose tolerance and thereby importantly affects 24 h glucose regulation 

which could contribute to the development of diabetes. 

Although human studies show effects of altered meal timing on whole-body metabolism, 

with the suggestion that this is the result of desynchronization between peripheral clocks 

and the central clock, little research has addressed how temporal aspects of feeding can 

actually regulate the circadian system of humans. In a recent study by Wehrens et al., 

healthy young men were subjected to either early or late meals. In a constant routine 

schedule following the meal protocol, it was found that late meals resulted in delayed 

plasma glucose rhythms, a decrease in average glucose concentration, and delay of PER2 

mRNA rhythms in adipose tissue (Wehrens et al., 2017). This indicates that in humans 

molecular clocks may also be regulated by feeding time, and could account for the changes 

in plasma glucose levels (Wehrens et al., 2017). The human clock was also found to be 

sensitive to changes in macronutrient availability. In healthy subjects, a switch from a high-

carbohydrate/low fat diet to an isocaloric low-carbohydrate/high fat diet resulted in 

a phase delay in salivary cortisol levels, and altered gene expression of core clock genes 

and inflammatory genes in circulating monocytes (Pivovarova et al., 2015). This suggests 

both an effect on the central clock (cortisol levels), as well as peripheral clocks (clock genes 
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in monocytes). One suggested mechanism is the low-grade inflammatory response caused 

by a high-fat diet, which can reset the circadian clock in peripheral tissues and the CNS 

(Pivovarova et al., 2015). 

In addition to alterations in metabolic hormones, many more metabolic processes in 

the body show a clear daily variation. For instance, gastrointestinal motility and gastric 

emptying occur in a circadian pattern [reviewed in (Moran-Ramos et al., 2016)]. As 

the gastrointestinal tract is the largest endocrine organ, it is conceivable that disruption 

of its rhythmic coordination – e.g. by high-fat diet -, may influence the effects of altered 

diet timing (Moran-Ramos et al., 2016). In mice, a high-fat, high-sugar diet combined 

with a shifted light-dark cycle resulted in gut microbiota imbalance (Voigt et al., 

2013), which might be causally related to metabolic syndrome (reviewed in (de Groot 

et al., 2017)), especially since the intestinal microbiota also shows a daily rhythm itself  

(Thaiss et al., 2014).

In a cross over laboratory setting, it was found that there is a circadian and behavioral 

pattern in substrate oxidation profiles in humans. The postprandial respiratory quotient 

(RQ) and carbohydrate oxidation were lower, whereas lipid oxidation was higher after 

dinner compared to after breakfast. Also, when behavioral influences were excluded, there 

is a circadian phase in oxidation pattern as well, with a lower RQ and lower carbohydrate 

oxidation in the biological evening versus the morning. 

It was found that human skeletal muscle mitochondrial oxidative capacity in healthy 

human subjects shows a profound day-night rhythm (van Moorsel et al., 2016). Therefore, 

it can be speculated that, also in humans, alterations in feeding times will cause 

a desynchronization between energy intake and energy oxidation, possibly adding to 

the unhealthy metabolic outcomes of circadian misalignment. 

Obviously, these are lab-based studies, which are necessary to control for factors other 

than food intake. Although it is generally assumed that most people ingest three main 

meals per day -breakfast lunch, dinner-, the daily rhythm in eating patterns in humans in 

non-lab-based settings has rarely been investigated. Recently, the Panda group reported 

the results of daily food eating patterns of nearly 100 subjects during 21 days. Adults 

logged their food and beverage intake using a camera phone. The researchers analyzed 

all photos for timing of food intake and calories ingested. It was shown that, in contrast 

to the general belief that most food is ingested over 3 meals within ~12 h during the day, 

eating events were widespread throughout the day, with <30% of calories consumed 

before noon and >30% consumed in evening and late-night hours. Surprisingly, more 

than 50% of people spread their caloric intake events over 15 h or longer (Gupta et al., 

2017). In a study using the same mobile application, people were asked to reduce their 

food intake window to 10-12 h per day. By doing so, the participants lost a significant 

amount of body weight. The time-restricted feeding coincided with a reduction in caloric 

intake, contributing to the weight loss. However, better sleep and a smaller social jetlag 

were also recorded during the time-restriction, indicating that time-restricted feeding in 
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humans can have additive beneficial effects on health besides body weight loss alone  

(Gill & Panda, 2015). 

In summary, feeding is an important modulator of the internal clock. Understanding 

the exact role of nutrients in clock functioning may allow for recommendations to use 

nutritional input more effectively in improving metabolic disorders arising from circadian 

misalignment (Ribas-Latre & Eckel-Mahan, 2016). Since timing of food intake is so important 

for human metabolic health, as shown by the studies described, regulation of meal timing 

may be used to synchronize peripheral rhythms in humans. This may be of particular 

interest for shift-workers or transmeridian travelers (Wehrens et al., 2017). Noteworthy, in 

humans the circadian expression pattern of several clock genes was found to be advanced 

or delayed according to their chronotype (i.e. “early birds” vs. “night owls”). Taking 

the individual chronotype into account can be important for specific recommendations on 

food intake and timing (Ribas-Latre & Eckel-Mahan, 2016). 

FUTURE STUDIES
Despite the interesting findings described in this thesis, more studies need to be 

performed to assess differential effects of nutrient timing on whole-body metabolism. 

Although we showed a nutrient-specific effect on feeding efficiency (chapter 2), we did 

not fully dissect the individual temporal contributions of sugar and fat on whole-body 

metabolism. Therefore, a study should be conducted including also a high-fat, and a high-

sugar diet, either with ad libitum access to food or food restricted to only the light-or dark 

phase. As long as caloric intake between the different diet groups is similar, for instance, 

by using paired feeding, it would be possible to differentiate between the caloric effects 

of palatable diets, or the effects of the nutrient composition. Also, differential effects on 

clock and metabolic gene expression should then be assessed. We still hypothesize that 

differential effects between high-fat or high-sugar only versus high-fat high-sugar can be 

expected. Firstly, the effect of experimental diet-induced obesity on lipogenesis is, at 

least partially, dependent on the nutrient composition of the diet, as a high-fat, high-

sucrose diet induced more lipogenesis than a high-fat diet (Duarte et al., 2014). Secondly, 

the composition of hypercaloric, palatable diets plays a role in the development of site-

specific insulin sensitivity in rats (Diepenbroek et al., 2017).   Furthermore, it would be of 

interest to assess whether the molecular clock responds differentially to liquid sugar, as we 

used in our diets, compared to solid sugar, which is also highly abundant in human diet. 

In line with this, in order to dissect the molecular pathways through which nutrients 

can affect the clock, more nutrient sensors need to be studied. Due to the techniques 

used, we only focused on a few nutrient sensors that we hypothesized to be important 

for the observed effects of glucose and palmitate on the molecular clock. However, more 

nutrient sensors could be involved (including, but not limited to GSK3β, PPARγ and OGT), 

as well as other pathways, for instance, inflammatory pathways in palmitate-mediated 

effects. Micro-array studies, in which entire pathways are investigated, would provide 
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more integrated information about the exact mechanism through which palmitate and 

sugar exert their effect on the molecular clock. 

Another outstanding question is if, and how, nutrients can differentially affect 

the central clock versus peripheral clocks. It would be of interest to study whether nutrients 

themselves can differentially alter the central and peripheral clocks, and whether this leads 

to desynchrony in clock output rhythms and altered rhythms of downstream metabolic 

pathways. High-fat intake affects both the central and peripheral clocks. Conversely, 

feeding-dependent alterations in the rhythmic expression of PPARα only occur in 

peripheral organs and not in the central clock, although individual nuclei and specific 

neuropeptide-expressing neurons were not individually studied. If alterations in PPARα 
lead to alterations in the molecular clock, and subsequently in clock output genes, this 

might be a mechanism that promotes circadian desynchronization between the central 

and peripheral clocks. 

Given the reciprocal relationship between the molecular circadian clock and energy 

homeostasis, these are important questions that directly affect metabolic homeostasis. 

Understanding the impact of specific macronutrients on the circadian clock will allow for 

guidance towards the composition and timing of meals optimal for physiological health, 

as well as putative therapeutic targets to regulate the molecular clock. 
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